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HE controversy between the partisans of Dr. Paccard and 
those of his companion, Jacques Balmat, over the roles 

which each claimed to have played iii the first ascent of Mont 
Blanc has led to so much painstaking research in the great 
libraries of England and the Oo11tinent during the last thirty 
or forty years that until quite recently it seemed highly 
improbable, to say the least, that any documents bearing on 
the doctor's career as a mountaineer could possibly have 
remained undiscovered. It comes, therefore, as an agreeable 
surprise to his partisans to find him described in a book pub
lished last year and briefly reviewed in Vol. 44, 152-4, of this 
JouRNAL by Mr. Yeld as a climber of considerable experience 
while still a lad of 18 and capable, even at that early age, of 
leading a party across the great glaciers of his native valley. 
The book to which I refer is The Diary of a Scotch Gardener at 
the French Court at the End of the Eighteenth Century, by Thomas 
Blaikie, edited with a biographical introduction by Mr. Francis 
Birrell; 1 a title which would hardly lead one to suspect that 
it contains, in addition to a detailed account of several climbs 
made by the author with Dr. Paccard, the record of what is 
probably the most remarkable series of expeditions in the Alps 

1 Published by George Routledge & Sons, Ltd., London, 1931. 
VOL. XLV. NO. CCXLVI. B 
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that has come down to us from the pen of a British traveller 
of the eighteenth century. 

Thomas Blaikie, who is still remembered as an able landscape 
gardener, was born near Edinburgh in 1750. At the age of 25 
he had the good fortune to be sent to the Continent by two 
distinguished physicians and botanists, Dr. William Pitcairn 
and Dr. John Fothergill,2 to collect Alpine plants. For such a 
mission it would have been difficult indeed to have found a better 
man, for Blaikie was an enthusiastic botanist and a remarkably 
good pedestrian, and in the course of his search for rare species 
he was capable of enduring without a murmur of complaint 
the most extraordinary hardships and privations. Shrewd and 
conscientious, he was also, as his Diary shows, a man of a good 
deal of courage and force of character, and as Mr. Y eld has 
observed he must have been very likeable, for he seems to have 
made warm friends wherever he went. It is evident from his 
uncouth style and his curious phonetic spelling that, apart 
from his training as a gardener and plant collector, he had 
very little education, but every page of his Diary bears, never
theless, the stamp of absolute sincerity and honesty of purpose, 
and one finds in it, here and there, traces of more of a sense of 
humour than the traditional Scot is commonly supposed to 
possess. There are, it is true, in his pages a few discrepancies 
- such as mistakes in piace-names, and in one instance two 
expeditions recorded under the same date but these, I think, 
must be attributed to a faulty memory rather than to any lack 
of good faith on the author's part, for it must be remembered 
that he was totally ignorant of the languages of the districts in 
which he travelled and there were no maps or guide-books on 
which he could rely. 

Other travellers had, of course, described the Alps and visited 
one or two glaciers long before Blaikie's tour in 1775, but for 
the most part they were quite satisfied to admire them from 
a safe and convenient distance and very few of them ever had 
the courage to undertake a long excursion on foot . In Blaikie 
we have, I believe, the first instance of a foreigner especially of 
a British subject wandering far enough from the beaten tracks 
to see the great peaks and ice-fields of the Alps at close quarters, 
sleeping in r emote cow-sheds on the upper pastures and 
bivouacking on the rocks in the course of a serious mountaineer
ing expedition. Moreover, he was, in his appreciation of the 
beauties of Alpine scenery and his enthusiasm over the views 

2 Dr. Fothergill had a botanical garden at Upton, Essex, which was reputed 
to be one of the finest in Europe. 
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from the summits of the mountains he ascended, at least a 
generation in advance of his time. 

It seems so natural to us nowadays to leave London by a 
morning train and awaken the next day in sight of the Alps, 
that it is not easy for us to realize what a long and tedious 
journey it was before the days of railways and steam navigation 
a century and a half ago. Blaikie sailed from St. Katherine's 
Docks on the Thames, just below the Tower of London, on 
April15, 1775, on a small sloop and was fortunate enough to 
reach Boulogne in two days. His first glimpse of the vehicle 
in which he was to continue his journey to Paris seems to have 
impressed him rather unfavourably, for he writes: 

• 

'This Evening the Carosse arived from Callais going to Paris 
I therefore imbrased the oppertunity and agreed with the Coachman 
as passager with my portmanteau for five Crowns, this Coach I 
emagened to be like one of our English Carriges, which greatly 
surprised me next morning when I cam to see the fine french Coach. 
I could not distinguish it from a waggon, there is a large Basket 
before and another behind so that the body of the Coach is hid 
unless you are at one side ; altho it is not very small, for it is large 
enough to hold eight inside passangers, there is likewise a basket in 
the foreside of the coach fore outside passangers; there is no Coach
box but two postilions and six sometimes eight horses to draw this 
monstrous flie which moves at the rate of eight or ten leagues 
a day.' 

The journey from Boulogne to Paris a distance of 160 miles 
-in this curious conveyance required no less than six days. 
Leaving Paris at midnight by diligence, which he describes as 
' much such another as that which I came in from Boulogne 
but goes pretty quick because they change horses every 
5 Leagues in this journey,' he reached ChaJons-sur-Saone in 
two days. Of the long-forgotten service of boats on the Saone 
between ChaJons and Lyons he gives us the following amusing 
description : 

' From thence the passangers goes by water to Lions in a sort of 
Barge drawn with horses or what they call a Coach d'Eaw. Left 
shallons after denner, had a very agreeable Voyage down the Soan, 
the weather being remarkable fine and warm which it has been for 
several days so that mostly all the way the passagers could hardly 
set in the coach for heat even at this early season. In this Boat 
I daresay there was above a hundred passangers; there is a pretty 
smart caben for the better sort of passangers where they amuse 
themselves playing at cards and some of the Ladys sung a remark
able good song with some Gentelm:en that played upon different 
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sorts of Musikall instrements, which upon the water made it very 
agreable with the landscaps of the adjacent Banks of the rever and 
the country which seems fine and fertile.' 3 

On May 5, after a four days' journey from Lyons by post
chaise, Blaikie finally arrived at Geneva and lodged at the 
' Signe of the Golden ballance,' an ancient hostelry which, 
although founded in the days of Calvin, only disappeared in 
the early days of the present century. Geneva was evidently 
not at that time the hospitable little city it has long since 
become, for our traveller says its three drawbridges were 
hauled up every evening at sunset and lowered at sunrise, and 
no one was allowed to walk in the streets during divine services 
on Sundays. 

'In entering the toun [he adds] all strangers is excamined what they 
are and where they are going and where you desire to lodge in the 
toun, upon which account the Captain of the garde give you a line 
to the master of the inn who is obliged to find you lodging, otherwise 
without this line from the Captain there is not an Inn in the toun will 
give you lodging.' 

' 

Dr. Pitcairn had given Blaikie a letter of introduction to 
M. Paul Gaussen, a wealthy Genevese who had an attractive 
country place at Bourdigny, about five miles from the city. 
This gentleman had resided some years in England, and very 
likely also in Scotland, for his first wife, who died in 1773, was 
a Miss Jane Forbes of Aberdeen; and his brother, M. Jean
Pierre Gaussen, was, or at any rate afterwards became, Governor 
of the Bank of England and a Director of the Honourable East 
India Company. At Bourdigny, Blaikie met with a most 
kindly welcome : 

'In entering the yard [he says] was met by Mr. Gaussin who had 
received the letter I had sent with his servant who received me with 
great politeness and conducted me derectly to the Parlour where was 
Madame Gaussin with another Lady and so upon my arrivall was 
invitted to Coffi.e along with them, but here my great consulation 
was to find Mr. Gaussin to speak exceeding good English and like
wise in every respect his cevility was astonishing.' 

After a two days' visit with M. and Mme. Gaussen he took 
lodgings in an inn at St. Genis, a little village about three miles 
from Bourdigny situated in French territory near the foot of 

3 According to the Gentleman's Guide in his Tour through France (1787), 
p. 157, there were two services of boats on the Saone between Cha.lons and 
Lyons, the ' Diligence par eau 'anq. the ' Coche d'eau ' ; the author recommends 
the former' as you are sure of better company and a quicker passage.' 
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' 

the Jura, where he rented a small garden in which to plant the 
botanical specimens he intended to collect on the neighbouring 
mountains. This remained his principal headquarters during 
the rest of his sojourn in the district. 

Among the first acquaintances Blaikie made in Geneva was 
a M. Gosse, whom he describes as ' exceedingly courious in 
Bottany but as we could hardly speak to one another we was 
obliged to forbear much talk.' This was, as Mr. Birrell suggests, 
undoubtedly Henri-Albert Gosse, then a youth of 22 whose 
father was one of the leading booksellers in the city. In later 
years he became a well-known naturalist and he was one of the 
founders of the ' Societe Helvetique des Sciences N aturelles,' 
the oldest learned society in Switzerland. As an occasional 
visitor to Chamonix he was deeply interested in Alpine ex
ploration and his name has been frequently mentioned in this 
JouRNAL.4 It was through Gosse that our traveller had the 
honour of meeting a Genevese who, although then only 35 
years of age, had already mad·e for himself a Continental 
reputation. 

'Next morning [he writes] went and called upon my new acquan
tance Mr. Gosse who accompanied me to the house of the fameous 
professer of Natural Phylossiphy whith whome I spent some time 
as he had traveled over most of the Mountains and collected great 
numbers of the ·Alpine plants which he showed me dryed but had 
only preserved a few specious in a little garden he had. The o bserva
tions of. this curious Gentellman I found very agreable as he spoke 
good English and gave me several instructions in what places I could 
find most likely such plants as I sought.' 

Although, oddly enough, Blaikie does not mention his name, 
this famous professor was, of course, none other than Horace
Benedict de Saussure, who was then living at his country place 
at Conche on the Arve near Geneva. It is rather surprising, 
however, to hear that he spoke English so well, for while he was 
certainly able to read it with ease we know by his own account 
that he was never able to speak it fluently. De Saussure, 
who was always one of the busiest of men with little time to 
devote to passing strangers, must have found Blaikie an excep
tionally interesting visitor to have granted him so long an 
interview, and it was very likely upon his advice that the 
latter decided to begin his botanical work on the Saleve, the 

• 

4 See A.J., 9, 86-89, and 34, 351 and 368- 376. In vol. 26, 43-45, I have 
related the discovery of a unique copy of the prospectus of Dr. Paccard's 
lost narrative, which Mlle. Danielle Plan found in a manuscript copy of the 
Windham-Martel letters which once belonged to H. A. Gosse. 
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long grey limestone cliff which rises some 3000 ft. above Geneva 
to the S.W. 

'After taking my leave of this Gentleman [Blaikie writes], I set 
out on fresh descoverys to the southward of Geneva about a league 
where I ascended the mount Saleve .... About one o'clock arived 
at a little Village upon the Saleve where lives a scots Doctor 5 upon 
whom I called who invited me to dinner ; this Gentleman I found to 
be one of that had been at the Rebellion in Scotland in the year 45 
and was obliged to leave the Country at that time and settle here, in 
which place he seems to do very well and is maryed to a woman of 
this country and has severall Children and endeed was so kind and 
hearty spent Afternoon; then went to lodge at a Village of the 
same name about a mile further along upon the Mountain by the 
Road.' 

The village in which Blaikie found his exiled fellow-country
man was obviously Monnetier, so he must have lodged at 
Mornex.6 During the summer he returned many times to the 
Saleve in search of plants and· to chat with his hospitable friend 
the old Scotch doctor. It was in the course of one of his many 
rambles on this mountain that he had his first experience of 
the perils of solitary mountaineering, and came near being 
the victim of the first fatal accident on the Saleve, on which 
probably more climbers have been killed than on any other 
summit of the Western Alps. The adventure must be related 
in his own quaint language. 

' went to the west part of the mountaine where there is a convent 
of Monks, about there abode seems well cultivated although in the 
midst of a forest. From thence continued along the side of the 
Mountaine there being a great precepice on one side and a high Rock 
on the other. Here I went in expectation to find to go over the 
1\'lountain but at last the two rocks joined together so that I could 
go no further for the precepice under me was at least two hundred 
feet high and hanging over so that I could not see the bottom of the 
rock. I however at one place attempted to climb up over the rock 
that was above my head by some Bushes that was growing out of the 
cliffts of the Rock but when I had climbed from bush to bush and 

5 M. !'Abbe Dompmartin, Cure of ].1onnetier-~1ornex, informs me that there 
is a family named Bain in his parish, which he thinks is undoubtedly of foreign 
origin. The head of the family knows practically nothing about his ancestry 
but believes they once had some connection with England because the Order of 
the Bath (in French l'Ordre du B ain) vvas named after them! As Bain is a 
fairly common name in Scotland it is probable that these people are the 
descendants of Blaikie's friend, the exiled Scotch doctor. 

6 I assume that Blaikie ascended from Geneva by the usual route, the Pas de 
l' Echelle, in which case he must have reached Monnetier first. Mornex lies 
about a mile and a quarter further on. 
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had almost gained the summet of thjs Rock I found it impossible to 
reach the top and as I was trying the bush upon which I stood began 
to crack and give way which frighted me that I began to look about 
but when I looked behind me and saw the precepice ·over the under 
Rock I began soon to think I was lost and threw away my Box 
and plants and every thing to the bottom which however did not 
fall over the second precepice. Here I clung to t he Bushes as 
well as I could and descended gradually from bush to bush untill 
I got doun, and so recovered myself as well as I could ; however 
sat down for some time for when I had reflected of the danger and 
examined the rocks I trembled, no body being near me to give 
any assistance even if I had fallen and broke a leg I must have 
remained there and perished. So after comforting n1 yself in the best 
manner I could I concluded to returne back by the road I came and 
as it was now late and the evening so in returning I found an entrance 
into the rock to which I went to examine, which was the entrance of 
a large cave or grotto in this rock; tbis after having examined it as 
well as the light would permitte me I found it a good comfortable 
lodging about ten feet wide and above 30 in length. Began cutting 
down branches to stope up the entrance of the cave, this I soon 
effectuated and with some other Branc4es formed my bed ; here 
I slept but very little dreadin the wolves which is common in those 
woods. However as soon as day light came I began to move and 
continued searching after some plants but more perticularely the 
road to return to my former Lodgings in purpose to procure victuals 
having no provession with me expecting to return home yesterday.' 

On returning to the inn at Monnetier-l'Eglise he found his 
host and hostess very much upset over his absence and about 
to set out to look for him ; a rumour having reached them that 
two men had been found dead on the SalE~ve they were convinced 
that their guest had been murdered. 

' I could not help remarking the kindness and goodness of those 
people [he writes], I thankt them in the best manner I could and 
beged them to let me have something to eat and drink and then 
began and told them as well as I could what had hapened and where 
I had been all night ; when they heard they both kisseq me and told 
n1e it was near the same place where they were told the two men was 
killed but they could not tell how it had happened. After break
fast with my good friends being very hungry having had nothing for 
twenty four hours but being well refreshed I took leave of them and 
sett out for Geneva ... and in the evening went to Bourdjgny 
found my good friend Mr. Gaussin.' 

' 

After settling in St. Genis Blaikie turned first of all to the 
Jura as a field for botanical research. By 1775 this range had 
already been explored from end to end by a few enthusiastic 
Swiss botanists at the instigation of the illustrious de Haller, 
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and its principal summits were fairly well known. De Saussure 
had ascended the Dole as early as 1759, and several of his fellow
Genevese had also made the excursion, but it may be doubted 
whether any · English-speaking traveller before Blaikie had 
enjoyed the marvellous view from that point of the Lake of 
Geneva and the distant snow-peaks. Of his many excursions 
in the Jura I shall mention here only his ascents of a few 
celebrated points of view. 

On June 6 we find our traveller on his way to the Dole 
(5512 ft.), the second highest summit of the range. Setting out 
on foot, as usual, be tramped from St. Genis up to St. Cergue, 
the now popular winter sports centre above Nyon. ' Staid 
at this place,' he writes, ' the house very poor hardly anything 
but a straw bed passed the night tolerable well being much 
fatigued.' The next evening he stopped for the night at some 
cattle-sheds, where he says : ' I stayed very happy with the 
Cowherds, lived upon good milk and cream, examined the neigh
bouring woods, found nothing perticulare. Stayed here and 
lodged with the herds upon a good bed of spruce branches.' 
The next day he writes : 

'After breakfasting with cheese and cream at the Cowherds 
booths sett out for Mount Doll which is the highest part of Mount 
Jura and seen at a great distance. This mountain is reconed one of 
the richest in plants in the country ; although this is the same 
ridge of Mountains as the Jura yet each forms a separate hille .... 
From the tope of this Mountain there is a most noble and striking 
vue of the other hills and over the Lack of Geneva to Savoy all the 
adjacent country seems only a continuation of hills and vallys and 
several Lacks intermixt. Although the weather was very hot in the 
plains I found it exceeding cold and sharp upon the top of this 
mountain, a keen wind from the nortli, few of the plants as yet in 
flower; descended through the woods by another road, the weather 
being much changed rain and thunder in the Vallys although a 
clear day upon the Mount; this makes a most singular effect to see 
the storm raging under your feet and the thunder roaring but it soon 
cleared up. Saw several trees tore with the lightning, the echo of 
the Rocks makes the noise awfull. After admiring and contem
plating upon all this in passing those solitary woods I found the 
night approaching without knowing well which road to take, but at 
last found a man who informed me that I was quitte the reverse 
road to go to where I had left in the morning, but as it was almost 
night he told me there was some houses where I could get lodging 
and as he was going that way we trudged on together till at last we 
arrived at a little cottage; the people was very cevel and treated me 
as well as they could, treated my conductur with a Bottle of wine ; 
gotte some eggs for supper which is generally all that can be procured, 
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sleep'd very comfortably upon my straw bed as ussual being well 
fatigued.' 

Starting early the next morning he visited the Lac des 
Rousses, which he had seen from the summit of the Dole, and 
arrived in the evening at some other cattle-sheds, where he 
found the peasant who had acted as his guide the day before. 
The good people there refused to accept the half-crown he 
offered in payment of their hospitality unless he agreed to stay 
another night with them, so he whiled away the day botanizing 
in the neighbouring forests. 

'In the evening [he writes] we had a feast of cream &c and 
plenty of wine which they had sent to buy about 4 Leagus of, so 
that this evening was spent very merry in dancing and drinking, 
one of the company played upon the fiddle and the others danced, 
I joined likewise and so we danced all baref_ooted. I frequently 
admired the happyness of those people who enjoys more happyness 
in such tri:ffeling objects as this than the higher class does in there · 
great balls, At last when we was tired and the wine finished we 
retired to rest upon our beds of spruce branches and hay where we 
sleept comfortably.' 7 

Late in the afternoon of August 18 we find Blaikie lingering 
on the summit of the Dole to watch the sunset,. an idea which 
I venture to say never occurred to any previous traveller in the 
Alps or the Jura. 

'The weather being clear [he says], I amused myself amongst the 
different Cliffts of the rocks in seeking after plants in purpose to see 
the sun set from the top of this higl1 Mountain and endeed it is 
beautifull to see how quick the shadow of those mountains lengthins 
and you upon the highest centre of the horozin the sight is really as 
noble as is the different shades of the Montans; this I was happy to 
see but when I found the night coming on and the Distance I had to 
descend the mountain made me regrate my curiossity however I 
made shift to arrive at my shepherds hutts although late.' 

In the course of his other expeditions in the Jura our traveller 
ascended the Mont Tendre (5522 ft.), the highest point in the 
range, and the Tete de Rang (4674 ft.) ; and late in the au_tumn 
he passed a cold night on the summit of the Turet (4497 ft.), 
the mountain which rises just above the Fontaine Napoleon 
on the south slope of the Col de la Faucille. His ac~ount of 

7 See de Saussure's Voyages dans les Alpes, 4to ed., vol. I, pp. 243- 244, for 
a delightful account of festivities of this sort among the peasants of the Jura. 

• 
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the ascent of the last-mentioned point is, I think, of sufficient 
interest to be quoted textually. · 

'Left Gex and Ascended the Thuirry [Turet], the snow continued 
to fall ; here I found the passage very difficult over the rocks as they 
were covered with snow and impossible to distinguish where to step 
and even the bushes almost hid ; this was the first day I had suffered 
upon those Mountains the wind and snow blowing in such a Manner 
that it was with difficulty in some places I could keep myself from 
sliping over the precepices; after a great deal of difficulty I gained 
the top of the Mountains where the wind blew so keen and strong 
with the snow that I allmost fainted away; however observing one 
of the Summer hutts I took courage and got thither so· this move
ment of running brought about with the shelter of this hutt a glow 
over me which after refreshing a little I was quite recovered; after 
getting some sticks and with a pistol lighted a fire, I warmed myself 
as well as possible in this solitary house for I believe I was the Only 
person upon those Mountains at this season; as the day was far 
spent and having a sort of house and fire I resolved to stay in this 
place all night ; fixed the doors, got som of the rafters and wood for 
my fire ; although I keept a tolerable good fire yet the night in this 
place was so exessively cold that I passed a very desagreeable night. 
As soon as daylight left this hutt the wind exceeding cold blowing 
from the north and in many places the snow was blowen and a great 
depth which made it exceeding dangerous ; continued westward 
along the mountaine procured a great many of the plants I went in 
search of, descended in the evening and Lodged at St. Genix.' 

The first ten weeks of Blaikie's stay at St. Genis were devoted 
almost entirely to botanical work on the Saleve and the range 
of the Jura. It was not until July 19 that he set out on his 
first tour through the Alps. Following the shores of Lake 
Geneva to Evian, where he engaged a guide to accompany him, 
he ascended from there a valley which, judging from his 
description, was evidently the Dranse. 

'Here [he says] the mountains begins to be very ragged; from 
some of those Rocks falls amazing falls of water and prodigious 
height ; we followed a sort of road allong the bottom of the Mountains 
he [the guide] not inclining to go up the mountains and as I wanted 
to go farther into the midst of the high 1\tlountains we continued 
our road and came in the evening to a Village called Chatteau where 
we lodged.' 

This I take to be Chatel, the highest village in the Dranse valley, 
just below the Pas de Morgins, the pass leading into the Val 
d'Illiez. After two days of hard work collecting plants in this 
district Blaikie found himself in difficulties with his guide, for, 
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on descending to the cattle-shed where they lodged the second 
night, he writes : 

' we found no bread and our provisions being finished we was forced 
to supe on cheese and milk without bread which did not please my 
guide who told me he would go no further with me unless I would 
promiss t.o-n1orrow to leave the mountains because he could not 
climb walk and live at that rate and if I entended to break my neck 
he would not break his ; all this was obliged to agree to and so we 
laid down upon our hay beds.' 

The next day they appear to have crossed the Pas de Morgins 
to Troistorrents and descended the Val d'Illiez to the Rhone 
valley. At Vouvry 8 Blaikie decided to discharge his guide, 
who, he says: 

' would have continued with me long enough if we had only gone 
from house to house or toun to toun but those people having no 
cureossity they tire out at once ; however the consiquence I found 
I could do better by myself than with such a conductor who would 
always go where he chussed so here we parted he returning to Evian 
with the packet and n1e I continued on my road along the side of 
the Rhone.' 

After crossing the Rhone by ferry at the Porte de Scez our 
traveller found himself for the first time in Bernese territory, 
where he observes that 

'it is eassyto perceve that this country is not under the same govern
ment of that I had left [Savoy] .... Here it is remarkable from 
where I had left that at every corner house there is the vergin Mary; 
here it is a Bear which I found was the arms of Berne.' 9 

On arriving at the little town of Aigle, Blaikie presented 
a letter of introduction to the local pastor, whom he found to 
be ' a very cevell intelegent man and seemed to know plants 
well, he had formerly helped Haller and had searched all the 
mountains hereabouts but at present was old.' This elderly 
clergyman was Abraham-Louis Decoppet (1706-1796), who 
was a very vvell-known and popular personage in Romance 

8 Mr. Birrell is not always happy in his attempts to decipher Blaikie's place
names. 'Vuvray' in this instance is clearly Vouvry in the Rhone valley and 
not Vevey. The village mentioned as 'Montieux' on p. 36 is Monnetier and 
not, as Mr. Birrell writes, Montreux. Blaikie was a fast walker, but one can 
hardly imagine him doing a day's work on the Saleve and returning to his 
lodgings in Montreux the same evening. Again, on p. 93, 'Montier' should 
read Monthey instead of Montreux. 

· 9 The Pays de Vaud then formed part of the Canton de Berne and did not 
become an independent canton untill803 . 

• 
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Switzerland at that time, as well as an intimate friend of both 
de Saussure and de Haller. As he was also one of the most 
distinguished botanists of his time it is not at all surprising that 
Blaikie thought he ' seemed to know plants well.' 

The next day Blaikie went to Bex, accompanied by a friend 
of M. Decoppet, to call on a native of the Pays de Vaud, in 
whom he must have recognized at once a kindred spirit. He 
describes his new acquaintance as 

' a very curiouse man named Abraham Thomas although a country 
farmer or rather cow herd he knous plants; his father which is now 
an old man had travelled for Mr. de Haller over most of the Mountains 
and collected for him when he wrote his H istoria Helvetica ; 10 so we 
lost no time but sett of with my new guide to the Mountains.' 

These two men, although simple Vaudois peasants, were 
undoubtedly the most experienced plant-collectors of their 
time in the Western Alps. The father, Pierre Thomas, who 
was born in Les Plans-sur-Bex about 1695, had been employed 
by the great de Haller for many years; his son Abraham 
(1740-1824) began accompanying him at the age of 17 or 18, 
and in the course of their innumerable botanical expeditions 
they had acquired a knowledge of the Alps which no other 
traveller of the time could equal.11 Blaikie gives a brief descrip
tion of their home near Bex, not far from the Gryonne torrent, 
above which the steep cliffs of the Grand Muveran rise nearly 
9000 ft. 

'T'he house of Abraham Thomas [he writes] is entirely situated for 
the duelling of such a curouse man; it is situated at the bottom of 
those prodijeous Rocks at the bottom of which there is lo:ffty spruce 
firs with a revellette runing over the rocks which formes its bottom 
the sides is covered with long moss. Betwext the house and the 
Mountain there is some fields for hay and corn. . . . ' 12 

Early in the morning of July 26 Blaikie and Abraham 
Thomas set out from Bex on the long and toilsome tramp over 
the Pas de Cheville to Sion. Mounting by what he calls the 

10 The title of de Haller's great work is Historia Stirpium indiginarum 
Helvetica, 1 7 68. 

11 Mr. Coolidge has given an excellent account of the Thomas family in his 
paper' Some Early Visits to Zermatt and Saas,' in A.J., 28, 304, 348-364. A 
great-grandson of Abraham Thomas a remarkably active old man of 83-
is still in the service of the Commune of Bex as Garde Forestier, and seems as 
'lively stout and vigarouss' as his ancestor, Blaikie's friend, old Pierre Thomas. 

12 This house, which I had the pleasure of visiting last summer with our 
Honorary Member, M. Julien Gallet, who resides in Bex, is still standing although 
it now belongs to another family. 
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'Mountain Arichan' (obviously the AvanQon) they crossed the 
Col des Essets (6688 ft.) to the Anzeindaz valley. 

'Here [he says] the scene seems tereble the 1\tfountaine on the left 
is cleft in two and the one part is fallen into the vally the other 
stands almost perpendiculare where you can perceve all the stratum 
of the ground which although the eregularity of those Mountains is 
astonishing ... This place may be called the Vally of Desolation 
because Desolation apears on all sides : this is what they call 
IJa Montan de Diable which was clove by an earthquake about 
30 years ago and Mr. Thomas told me his grandfather was buried in 
the ruins.' 13 

The ' Montan de . Diable ' mentioned here is, of course, easily 
identified as the Diableret (10,467 ft.) which was the scene in 
1714 of one of the greatest landslips recorded in Alpine history. 
From the Anzeindaz valley they crossed the Pas de Cheville 
(6695 ft.),14 and descended on the Valais side by a route which 
Blaikie describes as 

' a narrow path cut in the rock with the Mountain over your head on 
the left hand and steep rock on your right which hings over a vally 
or rather a narrow slit in the rook for there is nothing but stone pre
cepices on both hands and as much as you can see the bottom between 
those rocks, although one would think the tops of the rocks over this 
precepice is not above 3 or 4 hundred yards but there extraordinary 
hight makes it appear so.' 15 

At 7 in the evening they arrived at Sion, where Blaikie seems 
to have been particularly impressed by the fact that ' all the 
women had there necks swelled to a prodigious size,' and that 
'there were many stupid people caled cretins for which the 
people has a great veneration.' 

At Sion, to our traveller's great regret, Thomas was obliged 

13 For this landslide see the Echo des Alpes, 1887, pp. 72-83. Blaikie, whose 
knowledge of French was extremely limited, must have misunderstood Abraham 
Thomas, as this famous eboulement occurred 61 years before his visit and all the 
victims appear to have been natives of the Valais. 

14 This pass has been used from time immemorial as a direct route between 
Bex and Sion, the journey requiring from 11 to 12 hours. The earliest detailed 
description of it I have met with is by the Doyen Bride!, 'Excursion de Bex 
a Sion par le Mont Anzeindaz en 1786,' in the Oonservateur Suisse, 2nd ed., 
vol. i, pp. 93-130. 

15 It is interesting to compare Blailde's account of the Pas de Cheville with 
that of Mr. A. T. Malkin, who crossed it in 1840. 'Road carried high along the 
E. side a good mule road, but beset with terrific precepices. Reached the 
first, and one of the most remarkable of these, at 9.5, where the road winds 
round a little gully in the hill, barely a yard wide and skirts an all but verticle 
precepice, by our joint estimate at least 600 feet in. depth. . .. One spot near 
the entrance of this valley should be remembered, where the path is completely 
hewn into the rock which projects over it.' A.J., 15, p. 57. 
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to leave him and return to Bex. He engaged a local guide, 
·however, to accompany him over the Gemmi, who proved to 
be even more unsatisfactory than the man he had recently 
discharged at Vouvry. According to his Diary he was caught 
in a thunderstorm in the afternoon shortly after leaving Sion 
and reached Kandersteg the same evening, but this is certainly 
a mistake, as he says he breakfasted at Varen (' Pharre ') and 
arrived at Loueche-les-Bains in time for dinner. Very likely 
he stopped for the night at some village between Sion and 
Sierre and confused its name with that of Kandersteg. 

Blaikie's account of his passage of the Gemmi is, as far as 
I am aware, the earliest description of that celebrated pass by 
a British traveller. 

'After dinner [he writes] ... we sett out towards the Mount 
Gemmi where there is a road cut where the people goes up a perpen
dicular Rock amazing high and in some places there is ladders tyed 
from rock to rock where the people passes ; here we can see the 
people like little birds upon the top of these rocks begining to come 
down or going up but from the top you can hardly dic.erne the 
houses in the vally; here going up the road Or rather laddeT there 
is upon one of the opposite rocks a sort of sentry box 16 but I could 
not descover how it was placed nor how they could get to it as it 
seems fixed upon the sides of the rock neither could I desciver the 
use of it but to gard this passage which might easselly be intercepted, 
by breaking one of those ladders non can pass ; it is endeed verry 
surprizing how this road stands it seems only tyed slightly to those 
rocks with branches.' 

On reaching the summit of the pass he thought the view of 
the Daubensee was ' not only surprizing but beautiful towards 
the left there is still prodegeous high rocks covered with snow.' 
Finding an inn near the lake, he decided to stop for the night 
in order to collect plants the next day on the neighbouring 
mountains. 

The following morning he had an amusing adventure, which 
must be told in his own words. 

'After breakfast [he writes] sett of to the Mountains leaving 
my Bundle &cat this house but we was not gone far before my man 
told me he would not go any higher. I told him that I had hired 
him he should either go allong with me or go back however I left 
him and he followed me into a vally in this Mountain by a little 
wood : I was astonished to find my man rush out of this thicket 

16 The little building which Blaikie thought might be a sentry· box is, oddly 
enough, indicated as 'sentinelle' on the curjous drawing of the Gemmi in 
Les Delices de la Suisse, 1714. 
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with another armed with an ax allmost naked with a beard like an 
old Rabbin they both approached me with threats as I could see but 
could not understand what he said. But when he perceved that 
I was armed he began as it appeared to beg me not to go any further 
for as I went towards the mountain to go up the man kept before me 
at last when he saw that he could make nothing of me they both 
sat down and lett me go on. So I left them although as I went up 
for a long way they called after me but I could not understand what 
they said. They sometimes shaking their fists at me and I in return 
did the same untill we lost sight of one another.' 

On returning to the inn that evening he learned that his guide 
had tried to steal his pack, and when the latter ' came skulking ' 
the landlord promptly knocked him down and would have 
killed him, Blaikie thought, had he not intervened. 

'Here [he says] I was sensible of the goodness of the people and of 
the proo:ff of the badness of my guide but what to do I did not know 
as I was here in those Mountains where there was no road neither 
could I ask my way. At last I agreed to take this Rogue with me 
untill I came to some toun where I could find another.' 

In the course of his solitary excursion above the Gemmi he 
must have reached a considerable elevation, for he writes : 

' Here I met with. some high banks of snow however by making 
steps for my feet I mounted and got to the top which was entirely 
bare although there was a good many places where there was no 
snow but the air seems too keen for vegetation; here I found a thin 
keen north wind ; from the north of this mountain there is an 
extensive vally which seems to be surrounded by those rock or 
precepices ; here seemed a real V ally of desolation I could see no 
sort of vegetable but the bottom entirely covered with huge peaces 
of the adjacent rocks which time had tumbled down.' 

From this description I am inclined to think that Blaikie 
reached a point on the ridge of the Felsenhorn on the west of 
the Daubensee, in which case his ' Vally of desolation ' must 
have been the upper Ueschinental. 

During the long tramp down the Kandertal the next day our 
traveller very prudently kept ' a streck watch ' on his guide. 
They breakfasted at Frutigen (' friatigue '), stopped for refresh
ment at Aeschy (' Ashie '), and reached the shores of the Lake 
of Thoune which oddly enough Blaikie calls ' the Lake 
Locarne' at Leissigen (' Lysague '),where they engaged a boat 
to take them across the lake, very likely to Neuhaus. It was 
his intention, he says, ' to go to a toun called Grandleville 
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[Grindelwald] but the weather changing to heavy rain we was 
obliged to Stay at a Village called Wentersuielle [Wilderswil].' 
From there he paid a brief visit to the Grindelwald valley. 

'We set out in the Morning [he writes] fo1· the fameous Glacieres 
de Berne ; we went up the mountaine crossed a wood of spruce . . . 
after passing those woods we came at last to the side of those fameouse 
Glacieres which is certainly wonderful to see this vally entirely 
covered with ice; it is not a levell ice like a river that is froze but 
snow that has frooo for Ages and converted as into hard rocks with 
large cracks runing all across of a prodigeous depth so that in Many 
places you walk upon this ice as if upon the top of a house ; all 
around this vally is surrounded with huge rocks and pyremades of 
ice which is one of the moste stryking Landskapes that can be 
emagined and it is impossible to form any ideas. Here I wanted to 
go across this icey vally but after trying my man could not here. 
I was exceeding sorry to quitte this place and was almost determined 
to go by myself but not understanding the language I went allon 
the sides of the rock and descended in purpose to make the best of 
my way to Berne." 17 

At some village on the Lake of Thoune, probably Neuhaus, 
he continued his journey by boat to Thoune and arrived in 
Berne at about 7 o'clock the same evening, after what must 
have been a strenuous day.18 There, to his immense relief, he 
was able to dispense with the services of his .guide. 

'Paid and discharged my conductur [he writes], being heartilly 
tired of those obstinate guides which was hardly of any use; although 
I did not understand the Language I found I could do better with
out them than with them. I paid him at the rate of 8 Bash 19 per 
day and victualls for only being an encumberance.' 

It was a great disappointment to Blaikie to learn that the 
great de Haller, one of the most illustrious botanists of the time, 

17 British visitors must have been extremely rare in the Oberland at this 
time. The only earlier account by an English traveller of the Grindelwald 
Glaciers that I can recall is a letter by 'Villiam Burnett (son of Bishop Gilbert 
Burnett) 'concerning the Icy Mountains of Switzerland,' in the Philosophical 
Transactions of March and April 1709, and reprinted by Mr. Coolidge in his 
Alps in Nature and History, pp. 19-20. 

18 The di.stance from Wilderswil up to Grindelwald is 9! miles, and thence 
down to the Lake of Thoune 11!, and from Thoune to Berne 17!, making a total 
of no less than 39 miles in addition to the walk from Grindelwald to the Lower 
Glacier and back, which must have taken 2 hours, and a 3-hour voyage across 
the lake. I mention this as evidence of Blaikie's exceptional powers of 
endurance as a pedestrian. 

19 The Batz was 1~ of a franc, or about It pence (at par), the Swiss franc or 
livre being then worth about 1 franc 50 centimes of the present currency. 
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was too ill to receive him. He presented, however, a letter of 
introduction from his friend M. Gaussen to another distjnguished 
Bernese, Samuel Engel (1702-1784), the librarian of the city, 
whom he found to be 'very curious,' meaning presumably 
that he knew something of botany. In recording his impres
sions of Berne our traveller observes that ' the sides of the streets 
in many places especially the principall is arched over so that 
the people a foot can walk dry in all weathers,' and he gives 
a delightfully quaint description of the peasants' costumes : 

' Here the dresses of the women is remarkable. All the common 
people wit h red pettycoats which t hey tie almost at there armpits 
so they a pear to have no wasts ; these petty coats reaches little 
lowere than the knee, there hair generally plaited in two taills with 
Bunches of Rubans as low as the tails of there pettycoats and little 
Black caps ; this is not at all a handsome dress ; the men has pro
digeous large Bretches and many of the country people letts there 
Beards grow.' 

On leaving Berne Blaikie visited Bienne and the Vallee de 
Joux, crossed the Jura again and returned to St. Genis by 
Aubonne, St. Cergue and Gex.20 

We come now to the most interesting pages in our traveller's 
Diary. I refer to the account of his excursions in the Chamonix 

• 

valley with Michel-Gabriel Paccard, the future conqueror of 
Mont Blanc. 

The ' Glacieres de Savoye,' as the range of Mont Blanc was 
called in those days, had aroused the curiosity of a few Genevese 
before the close of . the seventeenth century. The celebrated 
mathematician, Nicolas Fatio de Duiller, who was the first to 
estimate the altitude of Mont Blanc, visited Chamonix some
time before 1700 21 and brought back a rough sketch of the 

20 At Aubonne, Blaikie called on' a curious Gentellman that has a house in 
the neighbourhood.' This was J ean-Laurent Garcin, Seigneur de Oottens, 
whose father, Dr. Laurent Garcin, had served for some years as a surgeon in 
the service of the H.E.I. Co. ' He told me,' Blaikie writes, ' that his father was 
a great man and belonged to the Roy aile Societty of London and showed me his 
name in t he Specie Plantarum of Linneaa which plant he said was named after 
his father which is the Ga1·cinia but the plant before that is the Blakea which he 
a sked me if it was not named after my father ; I told him surement so we con
cluded we was very nearly related in the Linnaean System and so we must go 
together to the Mountains and spend a day or two .... ' They set out together, 
but the second day our traveller says M. Garcin was ' so fatigued with the road 
I had taken him yesterday that he could not continue a second days marche so 
we parted went and called on my old acquantances the herds ; lodged there.' 

21 I make this statement upon the authority of an unpublished letter from 
Samuel Wyttenbach, the Bernese pastor, to Bourrit, in which he writes that the 
drawing of t he Ohamonix glaciers in Grouner's Histoire N atu1·elle des Glacieres 
de la Suisse was made by Fatio de Duiller. 

VOL. XLV. NO. CCXLVI. C 
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glaciers; the brothers Jean-Andre and Guillaume Deluc 
followed in 1754, and de Saussure made the first of his many 
visits to the valley in 1760. But it was a party of Englishmen, 
Pococke and Windham and their six fellow-countrymen, vvho 
first attracted the attention of the world at large to the wonder
ful scenery of the Chamonix valley by the publication in 17 44 
of an account of their visit made in 17 41. Their pamphlet vvas, 
it is true, first printed in English, but manuscript copies of the 
original Frencl1 text were widely circulated at the time, and it 
remained for nearly thirty years the only source of information 
about the Glaciers of Savoy.22 Very fevv of their fellow
countrymen, hovvever, follovved in their footsteps during this 
period. We hear of a party in the valley in 17 46, whose 
presence in such a remote district seemed so inexplicable to 
the Sardinian Government that orders were sent to the local 
authorities to watch them closely and report their movements. 
After the Treaty of Paris in 1763 which marked the close of the 
Seven Years' War, English travellers began to make the 
excursion in increasing numbers, and in 1773 Andre-Cesar 
Bordier, vvho visited Chamonix during the preceding seas~n, 
assures us that 'Peu d'Anglois passent par Geneve sans se 
rendre aux Glacieres de Chamouni ' 23 ; but their total number 
at that date probably did not exceed a dozen a season. 
Unfortunately, very few of the names of these early visitors 
have been preserved. The first to write an account of his 
excursion, after that of Pococke and Windham, seems to have 
been Dr. John Moore, vvho was in Chamonix in 1773 with the 
Duke of I-Iamilton and a party of young Englishmen.24 The 
only other English visitors to the Chamonix valley prior to 
Blaikie's journey in 1775 whose names I have been able to 

22 For the French text of the Windhan1-Martel letters see l\1. Theophile 
Dufour's paper in the Echo des Alpes, 1879, M. Henri Mettrier in the Revue 
Alpine, 1903, and M. Henri Ferrand in the latter journal for 1912. A long and 
detailed account of their expedition, drawn from the MS. narratives t.hen in 
circulation, was published by Leonard Baulacre, the Librarian of the Genevese 
A.cademy, in the Journal Helvetique in May and June 1743, a year before the 
English translation was printed. 

23 Voyage Pitoresque aux Glacieres de Savoye fait en 1772. Par M. B. 
Geneve, 1773, p. 9. 

24 A View of Society and Jrl anners in France, Switzerland, etc., 8th ed. (1793), 
vol. i, pp. 186-227. As the first edition of Dr. Moore's work appeared in 1779 
it has often been assumed that he visited Chamonix that year. I am able to 
determine the date of his excursion, however, by the fact that he was present 
at the 'Fete des Arquebusiers 'in Geneva during which one' Moses Maudrier' 
was elected champion. According to the official records in the Hotel de Ville 
in Geneva, a citizen named Maurice Maudrier \Von that distinction on August 3, 
1773, and it is evident from the context of Dr. Moore's book that he left for 
Chamonix shortly after this event. 
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discover are Colonel A. J. Hervey25 (afterwards Earl of Bristol) 
and Sir George Shuckburgh, the mathematician, who made the 
first accurate determination of the altitude of Mont Blanc, 
both of whom preceded our traveller by a few weeks. 

Leaving Geneva on August 29 and travelling on foot as usual, 
Blaikie passed the first night at Bonneville, and arrived at 
Sallanches the following evening. 

'Left t.his place [he writes] early in the morning here I was 
struck at every step with the height of the mountains on eaeh sid 
but above all Mont Blanc w·hich stands superiore as king over the 
others in form of a cone entirely covered with snow. After refresh
ing at a publick house at Chamouni went with my letter I had for 
Mr. Paccard, found him at home; he seems to be a man of respect 
in this place, he has three sons very genteel young men after son1e 
descourss there was two of them proposed to go allong with me in 
purpose to conduct me and at the sam.e time to learn p 1ants ; the 
Oldest is learning surgery the second is a Priest and the youngest 
about 20 is studying at the uneversity of Turin to be a Doctor.' 

In these lines we have the earliest known reference to the 
Paccard family by a foreign visitor. Joseph Paccard, the father, 
was, as Blaikie discovered at once, a personage of considerable 
importance in the valley. Born in 1712, he had been for many 
years the Royal Notary of the district as vvell as secretary of 
the parish (Curial), and as he had studied under the celebrated 
Abbe Nollet in Paris in his youth, he must have been an 
exceptionally cultivated man for so remote a village.26 Of his 
three sons; Joseph, the eldest, may have been studying surgery 
at that time, but according to the local tradition he afterwards 
became a lawyer 27 ; the second, Pierre-Joseph, had just been 

25 I am indebted to Colonel Strutt for a note about this interesting traveller 
who was probably the first Englishman to ascend the Brevent. Augustus John 
Hervey (1724-1779) succeeded to the Earldom of Bristol on the death of his 
brother in 1775, but as the third earl is always described as an admiral I failed 
to identify him under a military title. Colonel Strutt, however, has solved the 
problem by pointing out the fact that from 1762 to 1775 he 'vas Colonel of Royal 
Marines. He was in Chamonix in 177 5, and was evidently keenly interested 
in the attempt made that year to reach the summit of Mont Blanc, for Bourrit 
writes: 'C'etoit aussi le projet de M. le Colonel Hervey, qui vouloit assieger 
un jour cette region de glaces suivant les Regles d'un militaire. Il croyoit 
comme moi qu'elle n'etoit restee inaccessible, que par le defaut de mesures 
necessaires pour l'executer surement.' Bouritt's Description des Aspects du 
Mont Blanc, 1776, p. 14 7. . For Hervey's ascent of the Brevent see the same 
author's Nouvelle Description des Glacieres de Savoye, 1785, p. 134. 

26 See de Saussure's Voyages dans les Alpes, 4to ed., vol. ii, p. 47. 
27 Abbe Pierre-Joseph Paccard, Cure of Pontchy, died in 1833, but nothing 

seems to be known about the career of his brother the lawyer. There is a vague 
idea current in Chamonix that he emigrated to the United States, where his 
descendants are supposed to be the manufacturers of a very well-known make 
of motor cars. 
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ordained as a priest ; while the name of the youngest, Michel
Gabriel, is of course familiar to every student of Alpine history. 
Born on February 21, 1757, he was then in his nineteenth year, 
and had probably just begun his studies at the College Royal 
des Provinces in Turin. 28 

Despite the fact that he had already walked from Sallanches 
to Chamonix the same morning, a distance of about 16 miles, 
Blaikie started the same day with two of the young Paccards 
on an excursion to the Mer de Glace. 

'With the two Sons of Mr. Paccard [he writes] I set of to the 
botton1 of Mont blanc by w·hat they call Bouchets which is like the 
bottom of Other Mountains covered with spruce firrs; went by what 
they call Ortar upon the borders of the Glaziers du Bois ... here 
the veu of this vally of ice is wonderful it preceeds from the top of 
Mont Blanc and runs down to the bottom of the Vally even within a 
little of there cornfields the Ice never thaws, what a contrast. This 
is the Most considerable tract of ice it lyes to the left of Mount blanc 
this terminates in very considerable rocks called the Grande and 
pettite J orasse 29 ; from betwext those rocks which they call needles 
this glacier takes its course downwards forming a vast plain of ice 
where here about the midle we crossed; in many places there is 
great oppnings in the ice which runs mostly across and so deep that 
you cannot see the Bottom ; this ice seems exceeding hard and firm ; 
the midle of this glaciere is a most frightfull and amazing landskape 
all the ground work white surrounded with high precepices of frightfull 
rocks many of them in form of Chinese Obelisks as if growing through 
the ice; those the inhabitants call needles. Here we descended 
along the east side of this Glaciere which runs almost to a little toun 
called the Hameau de Bois; from the bottom of this gla.ciere the 
riviere de 1' Arveiron begin comming from under the ice which forms 
a great arch of ice and runs allong the Vally of Chamouni and joins 
the Rhone at Geneva.' · 

Visitors to the Montenvers in those days rarely did more than 
descend to the glacier and walk a few yards on the ice. I find 
no record of a party of foreigners actually crossing the Mer de 
Glace until August 1773, when two of Dr. John Moore's young 
companions, the Duke of Hamilton and Mr. Grenville, conceived 
the idea of attempting to ascend the Dru, which they fancied 

28 Sig. Commendatore G. Bobba, our Honorary Member, has had the kindness 
to send me a photographic copy of a letter from Dr. Paccard, dated Jan. 4, 1779, 
to a priest in Turin, in which he gives his address as the 'College Royal des 
Provinces' in Turin. This institution, Sig. Bobba informs me, is still flourishing 
and was founded for the sons of well-to-do families of the provinces. In this 
letter Dr. Paccard mentions having recently made the ascent of the Buet. 

29 This is, if I am not mistaken, the earliest known reference to the Grandes 
J orasses by a traveller. 
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they could attain in a few hours. They succeeded in reaching 
the base of the mountain and rejoined their friends on the 
Montenvers the same afternoon. Blaikie was, as far as I am 
aware, the first to cross the Mer de Glace and descend by the 
moraine on the east side to the hamlet of Bois. 

The next morning he set out alone with Michel-Gabriel 
Paccard on a somewhat more arduous expedition. Ascending 
the slope on the south side of the valley they came to ' a little 
Lacke where the water is exceeding clear upon the borders of 
the ice ; this is said to be 1182 toises above the level of the sea.' 30 

This was evidently the little Lac du Plan de l'Aiguille, 7342 ft. 
above sea-level and 4046 ft. above the valley, which is situated 
about 200 yards from the Glacier de Blaitiere, although it 
may have been much nearer the ice at that period. 

'Here [he writes] we scrambled up behind those Aiguilles which 
is calculated 1680 toises high which makes 10442 English feet 31; 

here it is Only Ice and rocks and nothing else to be seen, in some 
places it is entirely surrounded with those perpendicular rocks 
which are amazingly high; here as we was examining those solitary 
regeons we was struck with the noise of a Great quantity of ice or 
rather part of the Mountain which fell down into this Vally which 
with the echo of the rocks made a Noise like thunder and seemed as 
if the whole Mountains was going to fall about our ears. This is 
what they call in this country Les Avalanches which hapens con
tinually ; I had heard them before but this was the first time I was 
so near catcht under one; they are exceedingly dangerouse, these 
my companion told me was there spring calender for about the 
middle of May the great quantitys of snow which had collected upon 
those rocks during the winter began to loossin from the rocks by the 
heat of the Spring and fell down into the Lake which we had past 
which is right opposite the prieure of Chamouni ; this continues for 
some days like continuall thunder after this they look upon the 
season as settled but however this falling into this lake sends down 
such quantities of water which cuts those sides of the Mountain 
into deep torrents which in some places is hardly passable. Here 
we left those triste rocks as night was coming on and my companion 
told me there might perhaps fall another Avalanche so we descended 
by the Lake de Nantillon which is remarkably dismal surrounded 
with barren rocks hardly any verdure ; from this we descended to 
the herds cottage called Challet de Blaitiere and as the people knew 
Mr. Paccard we was well receved. Staid there.' 

so 1182 toises correspond to 7557 English feet. 
at 1680 toises correspond to 10,740 feet. I am unable to trace to their 

source the various altitudes quoted by Blaikie, with the exception of that of 
Mont Blanc. They were very likely provisional figures communicated to the 
old notary by de Saussure. J. L. Pictet or Sir George Shuckburgh. 
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From this description it is evident, I think, that Blaikie and 
his young companion must have ascended to a considerable 
height above the Lac du Plan de l'Aiguille to have seen an 
avalanche at such close quarters . The chalet in which they 
passed the night was very likely that of Blaitiere-Dessus in 
which de Saussure established his headquarters nine years 
later. Their expedition the following day was even more 
remarkable for that early date. 

'Left our Lodgings early this morning [Blaikie writes] and con
tinued our march westward towards the bottom of Mont Blanc 
untill we arrived at the borders of this vast sea of Ice called the 
Glaciere de Bossons ; this is a vast extensive vally of Ice which 
Mont Blanc on the left hand is the head and losses itself in the skys 
to the right hand ; along the borders of this vally t here is a great 
Many Larch and Lower down the bottom of t his Glacier is sur
rounded with large Spruce firrs; one thing which must be beautifull 
is the most part of those banks leaning towards t he Glaciers betwixt 
the larches firrs and the I ce is covered with t he R hododendron feru
ginium which the contrast of there fine scarlet flowers surrounding 
those white vallys must be inchanting but at this Season they were 
in seed. Here we passed the Ice to gaine on the other side what 
they call the Montan de la Cote from the top of this you are opposite 
the Midle of Mont Blanc; from hence the eyes is fatigued with the 
vew of this plain and the Montain which apears only a mass of snow 
as there is few rocks betwxt you and the mountain but this desert 
mass of eternall snow. From hence we tooke our way higher up 
westward to what they callAiguille de Goute which is exceeding high 
perpendicular rocks which towards the mountain supports this ped 
of snow and I ce which forms Mont Blanc and these Glacieres ; here 
we are above every mark of vegetation; this pic is 1980 toisses high 
or 12311 English feet 32 which is only 29 feet lower t han the top of the 
·fan1eous pic of Teneriff. Here I wanted to go higher but My com
panion a1most t ired out would go no further and as there was no 
plants to be got we agreed to return down to Chamouni ; here is an 
exceeding good way to descend the I ce by means of a Stick with an 
Iron pick at the end which you place behind and leans upon and so 
slids down the Steepest ice ; arrived in the evening at Chamouni.' 

This was, I venture to assert, the first attempt at serious 
mountaineering made up to that date by a visitor in the 

a2 1980 toises correspond to 12,657 feet. As no barometrical observations 
had as yet been made on the summit of the Aiguille du Goftter, which was 
not ascended unt il 1785, there can be no doubt, I think, that this was the 
figure obtained by Sir George Shuckburgh as a result of his trigonometrical 
calculations which he made a few weeks before Blaikie's visit to Ohamonix. 
According to MM. Vallot the altitude of t his peak is 12,599 feet. 
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Chan1onix valley. It was the first recorded crossing of the 
Glacier des Bossons from the Pierre Pointue (or thereabouts) to 
the Montagne de la Cote 33 as well as the first time the latter 
point had been attained by anyone but a few natives of the 
valley. Such an expedition presupposes a considerable know
ledge of ice-craft on the part of young Paccard, and Blaikie's 
description of glissading as an easy way to descend steep snow
slopes proves conclusively, I think, that it was not his com
panion's first experience. I may add that this is, to the best 
of my recollection, the earliest reference to glissading in our 
language. The text of the above extract might lead one to 
suppose that the two climbers actually reached the summit 
of the Aiguille du Gouter, but this, hovvever, is extremely 
unlikely, as Blaikie says he wanted to continue the ascent. 
In any case they undoubtedly reached a higher altitude than 
any visitor had previously attained in the range of Mont 
Blanc. 

Blaikie's next expedition was the ascent of the Brevent 
(8282 ft.), which was, at that period, tl1e only peak in the district 
which had been frequently ascended. The brothers Jean
Andre and Guillaume Deluc had nearly reached the summit in 
1754.34 De Saussure had made the ascent twice, the first time 
in 1760 and the second in 1767 V\rith his friends J. L. Pictet 
and J. Jallabert, while his fellow-Genevese Bourrit had followed 
in his footsteps about 1770 'vith the historian J. P. Berenger. 
It was then regarded as an extremely difficult climb, one to be 
undertaken ' by experts only.' In his account of the ascent of 
the Brevent, Bourrit writes : 

' Il nous falloit savoir faire usage des moindres fentes des rochers, 
y planter nos ongles et nos pieds ; nous eumes de la peine, la sueur 
couloit le long du visage dans ces moments-la sur-tout ou croyant 
no us ace rocher au roc solide, I a partie que no us a vions saisie no us 
restoit dans les mains ; celle sur laquelle se rcposoient nos pieds 
'' h . ' sec appo1t .... 

their guide, in the meanwhile, remaining two hundred feet 
below on the alert to catch them in case they slipped. It is 
only fair to Bourrit's memory, however, to add that he informs 

a 3 It is strange that Blaikie does not mention the attempt to ascend Mont 
Blanc fro:fll the Montagne de la Cote on July 13 seven weeks earlier by the 
brothers Fran9ois and Michel Paccard, Victor Tissay and J ean-Nicolas Couteran. 
The Paccards were relatives of young Michel-Gabriel, and Couteran was the son 
of' la respectable Couteran,' the landlady of the inn in Chamonix in which our 
traveller probably lodged. 

34 See C.A.F. Ann., 1893, pp. 489-492. 
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his readers that an easier route was discovered shortly after 
his expedition. 35 By 1773 the Brevent seems to have become 
a fairly popular excursion, for Dr. John Moore, who was in 
Ohamonix that season, writes that : ' Many travellers who have 
more curiosity and who think less of fatigue than we, take 
their first view of the Glaciers from the top of Mount Breven.' 36 

I find no record, however, of an ascent by a British visitor 
earlier than that of Colonel A. J. H ervey, who made the ex
cursion with Bourrit in 1775, a few weeks before Blaikie reached 
the summit with the two Paccards. 

Our traveller set out from Ohamonix on September 2. The 
route must have been familiar to his companions as the chalet 
at Planpraz had been built by their father, the old notary, 
many years earlier. Blaikie writes : 

'Breakfasted at Chamouni, my compagnon Michel Gabriel Paccard 
being so much tired with the former days march that he would 
hardly consent to begin but by the persuation of his father and 
Brother who accompanyed us we sett out towards the north by way 
of the Kaysay; here we went up the south side of the Mountain by 
the Pleanpra where there is the herds booths called here Chalets de 
Pleanpra; here we refreshed, this house is 1052 toisses or 6466 feet 
above t he Level of the Sea; here we continued our road towards 
the top of the Brouvannar 37 which is exceeding steep and high upon 
the top of the pic du Breven there is a Cross placed which if there 
religion is as pure as the Air which surrounds this cross. Here the 
Aire from the north is keen and sharp, this pic is 1311 toisses high 38 

from the summet of this mountain is perhaps the most noble per
spective in the universe ; here you are right over against Mont Blanc 
and commands a vue of all the V ally of Chamouni from it beginning 
towards . the right hand where this Chain of Alps runs almost in a 

ss Description des Glacieres, Glacieres et Amas de Glace du Duche de Savoye. 
1773, p. 34. 

36 Dr. John Moore, vol. i, pp. 194-195. 
3 7 This was the name by which the chain of the Brevent was designated in 

the middle ages. In the work entitled Documents Relatifs au Prieure et a la 
Vallee de Ghamonix, recueillis par M. J. Bonnefoy, publies et annotes par M.A. 
Perrin, 2 vols. Chambery, 1879, this name is mentioned in a series of Latin 
documents dating from 1296 to 1300, relating to la Montagne d'Arleve on the 
north of the Brevent. In the first the text reads ' usque ad cacumina montis 
de Burivana' and in the last ' usque ad montem de Birivana.' In his Histoire 
de la V alee et du Prieure de Ohamonix, p. 52, M. Perrin identifies ' le Mont 
Birivine ' as the Barbarine, but this is obviously a mistake. It is curious to 
find this early form of the name mentioned in Blaikie's Diary as it does not 
appear, as far as I am aware, in the works of any other traveller. Probably he 
heard it used by the old notary Paccard, who had charge of the village archives 
and must have been something of a La tin scholar. 

as This figure corresponds to 8380 ft. According to MJ.\1. Vallot the altitude 
of the Brevent is 8282 ft. 
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straight line for many miles towards the left ; the top of this ragged 
ridge of Alps is surprizingly covered with Sharp Rocks which seems 
as if growing throw the Snow ; above all is the Magis tick a pearance 
of Mont Blanc whose huge colassial bulk makes the others apear as 
nothing ; this Mountain which no doubt is the highest in Europe is 
found to be 2450 toises above the levell of the Sea 39 or 15214 feet 
which is 287 4 feet higher than the fameouss pic of Teneriff which is 
only 12340 feet perpendiculare. Alt hough the top of t his Mountain 
is 7,079 feet lower than the top of Mont Blanc yet you seem to be in 
a levell with the great Mass of snow and ice which seems to run 
down like six great rivers down the side of the Mountains opposite, 
essuing from the externall mass of ice which covers the uper half of 
these mountains entermixed with those huge dark rocks which 
seems like st~ne pillars. Thus .the reflexion dazles t he eyes. About 
the midle of the Mountain the verdure begins where the shade 
becomes darker as you look downward near t he bottom of t he 
Mountains which is entirely covered with tall spruce firs which gives 
this dark cast, higher up is la.rches which gives a lighter shade, after 
that the vegetation deeressis until it losess in the snow. . . . ' 

This is, it is almost needless to add, the earliest description 
of the view from the summit · of the Brevent by a British 
traveller. 

Blaikie's last excursion with his young companions was a 
visit to the Jardin de Talefre 40 on September 4. At that time 
probably only a few hardy crystal-hunters had had the courage 
to venture as far from the Montenvers as the Glacier de Talefre, 
and even de Saussure did not reach the Jardin for the first time 
until 1778, when he made the excursion with his friends, M. A. 
Pictet and J. Trembley. The following extract from . our 
traveller's Diary is, therefore, our earliest account of what is 
now perhaps the most popular glacier walk in the range of 
Mont Blanc. 

' After Breakfast went along with Gabriel Paccard and his Brother 
the Abbe by the Charmos upon Montanvert ; here we passed a little 

39 This, oddly enough, is the exact figure obtained by Sir George Shuck burgh 
as the result of his trigonometrical calculation of the altitude of Mont Blanc 
made a few weeks before Blaikie's visit and published in t he Philosophical 
Transactions in 1777. 2450 toises correspond to 15,662 ft . According to MM. 
Vallot the true altitude of Mont Blanc is 15,767 ft . Here again I have no doubt 
that Blaikie got this figure from the old notary. 

40 I am deeply indebted to Mr. R. W. Lloyd for his kindness in allowing me 
to reproduce as a frontispiece to this paper his copy of an extremely rare and 
beautiful coloured plate of the Jardin by the Swiss artist Linck . It will be 
observed that Blaikie calls the Jardin the Courtil. According to de Saussure, 
this word 'en savoyard, de meme qu'en vieux franc;ais, signifie jardin' 
(Voyages dansles Alpes, 4to ed. ii, 28). 
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house called the Hospital de Blaire 41 from this we continued our 
road to the Glacier de Bois descended upon the ice continued upwards 
upon the Mountain. By the side of this Glacier is a little lake upon 
the sides of which grows some plants ; in continuing upwards upon 
this ice there is some deep cracks in the ice a prodigeouss depth, 
they told me there was one mea.sured above 250 feet deep; this may 
give an idea of the thickness of the ice as likewise the height of those 
rocks which is many hundred feet perpendicular above the ice yet 
losses some hundreds in the snow. Continued our road across those 
precipices to a little triangulare piece of ground called the Courtil ; 
tills ren1arkable spot which seems to have no conection with any 
other part of the vegetable world is surrounded on every side with 
rocks and ice; here grows ... many of the scarce Alpine plants 
as the whole colection of this remote gar din, which rna y be called 
Jardin des Chamois as I believe it is hardly ever seen or frequented 
with anything else, as I think this was almost the first time it was 
discovered as my guides although natives of this place did not know 
there existed such a place. It is in form of a triangle about half 
a Mile long by the other side as n1uch or more. From thence we 
descended to the Vally de Glace D'Argentiere and went down this 
Glacier turning to the left hand came to some hutts called Chalets 
de Lognan, from hence there is a foot path which conducts down 
the Mountain to some other hutts called the Chalets de Lac pendant 
[dela Pendant]; from this we came down through the wood and came 
to the bottome of the Glacier de Bois, continued along the road to 
Chamouni.' 

It will be observed in the foregoing extract that Blaikie says 
they descended from the Jardin to the Glacier d'Argentiere and 
followed its left moraine down to Lognan. It has been 
suggested that they may have crossed one of the extremely 
difficult passes betV\re~n the Talefre and the Argentiere Glaciers, 
but such a conjecture must be dismissed at once as too im-

41 This reference to Blair's Hospital in 1775 is the most perplexing discrepancy 
in the Diary, for according to most of our authorities it was not built until 
1779. Archdeacon Coxe, a very trustworthy observer, who made his first visit 
to the Montenvers on August 24, 1776, writes : ' A large block of granite called 
"La P ierre des A.nglois" served us for a table; and nearby was a hovel, where 
those, who make the expedition tow·ards Mont Blanc, frequently pass the night.' 
This hovel was certainly the' chetive retraite du berger qui garde les troupeaux 
de cette montagne' in which de Saussure and his friends passed the night of 
July 16, 1778, on their excursion to the Jardin. In the 1801 edition of his travels 
Coxe adds in a footnote : ' Since my first expedition Mr. Blair, an English 
gentleman, has built a more commodious wooden hut, which from him is called 
Blair's Cabin.' And Goethe records having slept in it on November 5, 1779. 
So it may have been built any time between July 16, 1778, and November 5, 
1779 ; but in any case Blaikie certainly did not see it in September 1775. I 
suspect that in copying his Diary at a much later date he incorporated jn it, 
in perfectly good faith, facts of which he could only have heard many years 
afterwards. 
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probable to be taken into consideration. There is a bare possi
bility, however, that they may have descended along the east 
side of the Mer de Glace and crossed the Col des Grands lVIontets, 
the summit of which is hardly more than four hours from the 
glacier and the descent to Lognan a matter of less than two 
hours. But this solut ion of the problem appears to me equally 
unsatisfactory, for had Blaikie achieved such a feat he would 
certainly have dwelt on the difficulties he encountered and the 
view from the summit of the col; moreover, such a day's 
march would have taxed even his extraordinary powers of 
endurance. In view of his silence, I think there can be no doubt 
that, in writing up his Diary from memory at a much later date, 
he simply confused two different expeditions and described 
them as having been made on the same day. 

After a busy day in Ohamonix packing up the plants he had 
collected in the district, Blaikie set out alone on what was 
probably his most daring undertaking in the Alps. He had 
resolved, he writes, to go ' straight over those Mountains to 
Geneva which although a long and precarious way I might 
procure. many plants as I had to pass over some of the most 
ragged Mountains in Savoy,' and his Diary sho,vs that the 
way was long indeed, and not exempt from danger. His 
description of his route over the mountains from the Brevent 
to Taninges is so vague that it is practically impossible to 
identify with any degree of certainty several of the ridges and 
valleys he crossed. It is clear, however, that he ascended the 
Brevent again and stopped for the night at Planpraz, where he 
says he ' found an Old H erd cureousse and who knew a great 
many of the plants hereabouts he had sorp.e old books which he 
understoode ; h ere we passed the evening very agreeable and 
had some milk for supper ; found the nights very cold upon 
those high regions.' The next day he continues : 

' After passing somme time in search of several plants which my 
herd Botanist showed me growing hereabouts took my leave of this 
place and proceeded up the Brouvanar to the North left the cross 
where I had formerly been to the left passed along the Brevin came 
to what is called les Aiguilles rouge; here is nothing to be seen but 
huge pyramides of a dark red granit hardly any vegetable to be 
found; towards the North East amongst those huge rocks is a most 
beautifulllake called I.~ac Cornu, I suppose as being surrounded with 
those pyramides of stone called Needles which hangs over it as horns ; 
the bed of this lake seems to be solid rock the water exceeding clear 
as nothing could disturb or dirty it there being no vegitable here
abouts ; this Lake by the reflexion of those gloomy rocks seems quite 
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black. Left this lake and went N.E. amidst a vast tract of those 
huge rocks here is severall small lakes but found very few plants 
went N. here before me is a very deep but narrow vally to pass to 
get to the Opossite Mountain. Those ridges of Mountajns seems in 
generall to run from east to west seperated with deep narrow vallys; 
here is no marks of any road ; sometimes followed the torrents cutt 
by the water, at some places there is beautiful cascades; began to 
find vegetation begin .... At last gained the bottom where there 
is a few spruce firrs and a little revellute with severall cascades whieh 
falls on every side from the mountains but no appearance of any 
habitation; however the people comes here in the summer with 
there cows, but the narrowness of the Vally does not give room for 
any establishement; in the winter the sun never shines in this vally. 
From here I had the next Ridge of Mountains to ascend in hopes of 
finding some hutt or other; in the evening I reached the top of this 
other ridge of Mountains which seems nearly the same height of the 
Brouvannar and equally barren at the top or pic de Breven which 
seems but at a little distance from here; the Lac Cornu seems not 
above a League from here although it had cost me near a whole 
days march and more than if I had walked ten Leagues upon the 
plain ; here I mounted up to the highest pic I could see to see if 
I could descover any habitation but on all sides I could only descover 
desmall rocks and presepices and as night was coming on I made the 
best of my way northward descending down from those cold regions 
if possible; here I descended from rock to rock untill at last came to 
the brink of a high precepice which over hang this narrow vally ; 
here I was stopt nor could I see any way to dessend and as it was 
coming dark the only thing was to seek out the most comodiouss 
place amongst those rocks to Lodge in ; here I found plenty of the 
Rhododendron which I cutt and made my bed in the cleft of a rock 
but found the night so exceeding cold and the noise of the Marmottes 
I did not sleep any.' 

The only conclusion I can draw from the above extract is 
that Blaikie descended from the Lac Cornu to the Diosaz 
Valley, and ascended from there the ridge lying to the west. 
It would seem probable, therefore, that he reached the summit 
of the Pointe Noire de Pormenaz (7655 ft.), judging from the 
description of the view of the Brevent and the Lac Cornu, 
and was benighted on the rocks while endeavouring to descend 
in the direction of the Col de Moede. Blaikie continues : 

'This morning as soon as day began that I could see left the 
Hottle de la Roche 42 and proceded along the top of this precepice 
east; here found the Onosma echoides, campanula barbata, Hedy
sarum Alpinum, Phaca Alpina, the Sonchus Alpina very tall in some 

42 Hotel de la Roche, in other words his gite on the rocks,-,an amusing 
example of Blaikie's sense of humour. 
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places; these varieties of plants gave me fresh spirits; at last I came 
to the end of this precepice and got donn but the narrow vally was 
much the same as the last I had passed bordered by those lo:ffty 
Mountains and rocks which seems to hang over your head ; here I 
had again to mount this mountain seeing no likely hood of any house 
or habitation and having no provisions; however got in the evening 
to the top of this other ridge of Mountains when from the top of one 
of the highest places I could perceeve at about two Miles of some 
hutts by the side of a rock; this was the most agreeable sight I had 
seen for this two days; hether I marched with speed as it was almost 
evening. Here seemed to be a good many houses and what I had 
not as yet met with this compagny was all women not one man 
amongst them, however I was well receved, for the firstt that I 
adressed myself to V/ho ~ .. as milking a Cow whome I asked for a little 
milk she kindly asked me to go in to her hutt and gave me as much 
as I wanted. I told her where I had come from and asked her 
how far it was to the first village, she told me there was not a house 
within eight hours walk from this place and no road, so that as it 
was late I might stay there; t.o this I most willingly agreed and 
endeed was treated very hospitable and had the best she could 
aford which was milk cheese and cream and a hay bed upon the 
floor.' 

The narrow vallev into which Blaikie descended from his 
Ll 

bivouac on the rocks was possibly the glen between the 
Pormenaz and the Rochers de Fiz. He seems to have missed 
the path leading over the Col d'Anterne and crossed the ridge 
to the west of that pass, but I am unable to identify the chalets 
in which he passed the night. 

'In the morning breakfasted wjtb curds .& cream which my good 
Landlady gave me. I left this hospitable cottage and the good 
woman came near a Mile with me to show me on my way ; after 
took my way North came to a thick wood of Larch and spruce; 
here I tooke to the left enstead of going to the right I found myself 
soon going up again another Mountain where I met -with a man who 
set me right again where I returned back through the wood; in pass
ing this wood there is a be a utifull cascade which falls fron1 a rock above 
400 feet high about the midle falls into a basson and gushes out again 
falls down amongst those tall spruce and rises in a foam the noice of 
which in this solitary wood is agreeable, and striking from hence 
I continued my road along the side of this revelute at last eame to 
a Village called Thonnage [Taninges] about 7 o'Clock .... ' 

The waterfall described in the above passage is .unquestion
ably the Cascade du Rouget, which according to Ball's Western 
Alps ' descends in two bounds on its way to join the Giffre 
Haut.' The evening Blaikie arrived at Taninges he met with 
an unpleasant adventure, which shows that religious fanaticism 
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vvas then still rife in the highlands of Savoy, and that protestant 
travellers were far from being welcome guests. He had barely 
ordered dinner in the inn when he observed a crowd collecting 
in front of the house, and two men came and sat down at his 
table, one of whom advised him in a friendly way to continue 
his journey, as otherwise he might be murdered. 

'I asked him for what reason [he writes]; he told me I need not 
seek reason from people tl"'at had non. I asked him if there was any 
Magistrate in the town I would go and show my passport from 
Geneva ; he told me he knew I was not from Geneva but frorp. 
Germany and that he had been in my country and was well receved 
and of consequence should be very sorry to see any thing happen 
to me as he had seen hapen to two of my comerades a few days ago. 
All this I could not understand I told him he mistaked and I had 
no comerades but I could not know what to make of this moab about 
the house armed with sticks &c however I put the best face upon it 
I could; I found there was no way to go to leave this house and to 
go out to the street, they would soon have knockt me down neither 
was I certain of my companion although he seemed my friend. 
I told him I was detern1ined to stay there that night, as I had 
offended nobody I would deffend myself as long as I could but begcd 
him to drink a glass of wine which he excepted ; here we drank a 
bottle of wine while the woman of the house trembled I beged some
thing for supper but with great difficulty I got an Omelet of eggs ; 
when the people saw me appear so 11nconcerned they began not to be 
so outrageouss and my companion began to be a little merry although 
I would have wished myself again in the hoi of the Rock out of this 
place and the people of the house would have wished me out because 
they were a:ffraid of them setting fire to the house .... after paying 
for my supper and what expenses there was, they showed me where 
I was to lodge which was behind the house in a sort of hogstie ; here 
I bethought my best way was to leave this place and get into the 
wood which was just behind; this I soon did and left them my bed
room to there G·enerossity. Although it was ve~y dark I mad the 
best of my way towards the Mountains, at last I found a Road which 
the people had made to drag down the wood or conduct there 
cattle to the lVIountaines ; after getting up a considerable [way] up 
the Mountain I came to a steep rock upon which I sat down to rest 
a little; heard the noise in the village which I could plainely see by 
son1e lights which I saw the people carry round about my cabane 
which I had so lately left and in an instant I saw it all in flames. 
This struck me· with terrore to think how narowly I had escaped 
as I saw those people by the light of the fire standing round thiR place 
with sticks and forks expecting I was there ; this scene made me 
think of getting of as fast as I could from this bloody place although 
the night was dark and the road through a thick wood; I continually 
keeped upwards untill at last I got clear of the wood and near the 
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top of [the mountain] ; hear I could see better although I did not 
know which way to take before day light because of the precepices, 
as soon as day break I saw by the sky the possition of the Moun
tains which run east and west, so I steared East and keeped clear of 
all villages during this ·w·hole day; in the evening found some hutts 
where I lodged however always in doubt.' 

Continuing his journey the next morning he passed the Mole. 

' From the top of this place [he says] I began to know the face of 
the country and could perceve Mount Salevea lSaleve] hether I made 
the best of my way arrived and dinned with my old friend the Doctor 
to whom I told him my story. He told me what the man had told 
me was really truth and how they had killed two people at that 
village under pretext of Religion arid it was the greatest miracle how 
I had escaped from hence. I went and lodged at My old lodgings 
at Montieux [Monnetier].' 

The following evening he arrived at the home of his excellent 
friends the Gaussens at Bourdigny. 

Early in October Blaikie started on his last journey in the 
mountains. From St. Genis he returned to St. Cergue and 
passed several days botanizing on the Dole and the Mont 
Tendre, visited again the Vallee de J oux and, stopping for the 
night in the villages of Vesancy (' Vezangei ') and Marchissy 
(' Mombizi '), finally reached Rolle (' Arole ') on the shores of 
Lake Geneva. 

'Continued my Road eastward [he writes] along the side of the 
Lake and went to Lausanne; this town is the great rendezvous of 
the English and no doubt is preferable to Geneva as they are not so 
closs shutt up by Relegeouss prenciples; here the English has 
adopted many of there customs, they have crekitte playing and some 
times horse racing and many other games and extraveganceg ussual 
in England but all this brings riches to the town which pleases the 
people.' 

On the shores of Lake Geneva Blaikie found himself amidst 
scenery of a different sort : 

'Here [he 1vrites] the road in both sides is delightful vinyards, this 
seems more stricking being so long acustomed to those wild regions 
of the Mountains .... Dinned at Vuvai [Vevey] after continued 
S.E. along the Lake ; here is a perspective of the Lake in Length, 
it is beautiful, the South borders is exceedingly ragged and unculti
vated w·hereas the North side is plain and fertile rising gradually 
and in the bottom of this Landskape the city of Geneva appears 
Rising out of the water most admirably.' 

• 
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At Aigle he passed an afternoon botanizing with the venerable 
Pastor Decoppet and visited the slopes above Oorbeyrier 
(' Combay '), and at Bex he was delighted to find himself again 
with his friend Abraham Thomas ' and likewise his father which 
is about 80 years old but lively stout and vigarouss.' In the 
course of an excursion the next day along the Grand' Vire on 
the W. face of the Dent de Morcles he was greatly impressed 
by the old man's fitness: 'certain,' he says, 'I had not met 
with any upon the Mountain that was more in condition to 
walk than him.' 

On October 13 Blaikie made one of his longest excursions in 
the Alps. 

' This morning sett of with Abraham Thomas betwext 12 and one 
o'Clock in the Morning [he writes] as the road we en tended to go was 
at least two days march and as the season was to far advanced to 
lodge upon the Mountains and likewise nothing to be found took 
our provisions and before Day we had got a considerable way upon 
the Mountains; passed t.he Roselina [la Rosseline] ... from thence 
went to the Fouly [Fully] ... after went to Alasse [Alesses]. ... 
Those Mountains at this season is exceeding dry hardly any water 
to be met with as the air is too cold to melt the snows and the new is 
not begun to fall; from the top of this Mountain there is a most 
delightful vue [of] the Rhone which serpents along the V ally to the 
South and east sides, likewise the Beautiful cascade which falls 
into the Rhone at Martinia backed by the high mountains of Savoy, 
to the left the vue of the Grand St Bernard where they pass to turin ; 
here I could have stayed longer but having collected a sufficient 
load of plants for each of us and having a great way to return after 
dining in this pleasant dining room we made the best of our way to 
Bex where we arrived well tired about eleven o'Clock and hungry 
for Supper.' 

On this expedition Blaikie and Thomas evidently mounted 
from the Rh6ne Valley to the pastures above the little hamlet 
of Morcles which are still known as La Rosseline, and followed 

. 
the Grand' Vire across the W. face· of the Dent de Morcles to 
the Creux de Dzeman. From there they crossed the ridge, very 
likely by the Col Demetre (7329 ft.), into the Fully valley, 
stopped for lunch at the Portail de Fully (7040 ft.), from which 
the view of the Rhone Valley corresponds very closely to his 
description, and descended by the hamlets of Haut d'Allesses 
and Allesses to Dorenaz. 

After packing up his plants the next morning, Blaikie writes : 

'spent the rest of the day with my good old guide and his son which 
is the only two people I have met with that is ,worth travelling upon 
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the Mountain. The Old father Thomas was employed by Dr. Haller 
to search all t hose Mountains and after that his son continued, they 
are both good and cevill people.' 

Towards the end of November, after a farewell lunch with 
his hospitable friend M. Gaussen, Blaikie set out on his journey 
homewards, and finally landed at Dover on December 30, 
delighted to find himself again in England. 

'Everything here [he writes] is striking after such a journey to see 
the cleanlyness of the English housses after having been absent so 
long amongst those miserable Alpine hutts and even there best 
French hottells are hogsties when compared to an English tap room.' 

On December 31 he arrived in London, where he met with a 
cordial welcome from his patron Dr. Fothergill, and the next 
day he had the honour of lunching with Sir Joseph Banks. 
'Here,' he says, 'ended a long and troublesome Journey 
accompagnyed with many hardships.' 

And here we take leave of Blaikie as a mountaineer, for it 
would seem from Mr. Birrell's biographical introduction that 
he never visited the Alps again. The reader who has had the 
patience to ponder over the foregoing extracts frorh his Diary 
will agree -vvith me, I think, that he is entitled to an honourable 
mention among the pioneers of Alpine exploration. Judged 
by our modern standards his list of excursions may seem modest 
indeed, but it must be remembered that in 1775 the -vvalk up 
to the Montenvers was regarded as a serious undertaking and 
the ascent of the Brevent a veritable ' tour de force.' He was 
in all probability the first British traveller to climb the highest 
summits of the Jura ; he discovered the Jardin de Talefre, 
and he was very likely also the first of any nationality, apart 

' from a few plant-collectors and local peasants, to admire the 
wonderful view from the Portail de Fully. His enthusiasm 
over the views from mountain tops seems strangely modern. 
This resolute young Scot, who lingered on the summit of the 
Dole to watch the sunset, who thought the view ' noble and 
stryking,' and who described the view from the Brevent as 
' perhaps the most noble perspective in the universe,' had 
something of the spirit of the modern mountaineer. One is 
tempted to regret that he was not a geologist instead of a 
botanist, for had he set out in quest of minerals rather than 
plants, he would undoubtedly have made history during his 
one season in the Alps. 

For the remainder of Blaikie's career I must refer the reader 
to his Diary, which for students of the French Revolution is of 
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absorbing interest. In 1776 he returned to France as chief 
gardener to the Oomte de Laraguais (afterwards Due de Blacas) 
and remained in that country in the service of various princes 
and nobles during the rest of a long life. He was employed by 
the Comte d'Artois (afterwards King Charles X) to lay out the 
beautiful garden at Bagatelle which now forms part of the 
Bois de Boulogne. The Due d 'Orleans (Philippe Egalite) con
sulted him about his garden in Paris, which is novv the lovely 
little Pare Manceau. He savv Louis XVI ' dressed almost like 
a country farmer, a good rough stout man about 25,' and dis
cussed gardening with Marie-Antoinette, ' a beautiful handsome 
woman,' and the unfortunate Princesse de Lamballe. He knew 
Voltaire, Benjamin Franklin, Madame Vigee-Lebrun, the Grand 
Duke Paul (afterwards Emperor Paul I of Russia), and a host 
of other celebrities of the time. From a terrace facing the 
Tuilleries he witnessed the massacre of the Swiss Guard, and 
was instrumental in saving the life of a soldier of that famous 
regiment. After the Revolution he observes in his Diary with 
true Scotch shrewdness : 

'Some of .those deluded people beleaved that the whole of France 
would be divided amongst them and tl1at they should all become 
gentlemen so was there ignorance of what they called Liberty but 
as all the peoples. heads seemed to be t.urned there was no reason 
to be had.' 

Although ruined by the fall of the old regime he continued to live 
in France, a loyal and devoted retainer to the last. During the 
Restauration he received a modest pension from the Due 
d'Orleans (afterwards King Louis-Philippe I), the son of his 
patron Philippe Egalite, and at last he died in his house in the 
Rue des Vignes in Passy on July 19, 1834, in his eighty-eighth 
year, after an eventful, but one fears not a very happy, life. 

IN THE CoRDILLERA BLANCA; THE 1932 D. & OE. A.-V. 
ExPEDITION. 

BY PHILIP BORCHERS. 

(Translated.) 

ONSIDERING the various parties sent to the mountains 
of Asia, it seemed advisable to the D. & Oe. A.-V. not to 

neglect the South American Andes. In 1928 a Club expedition 
was sent into the Cordillera Real of Bolivia, while the ' Alpine ' 
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